
FORMS PRINTER 
Reporting Integration for Dynamics GP 

Forms Printer integrates SQL Reporting Services and Crystal Reports into your GP 
forms printing processes, replacing the Dynamics® GP Report Writer. Delivery 
options allow predefined setup for printing, Emailing with Outlook, and delivery to file 
in a flexible variety of formats. 

Why Use Forms Printer? 

Using SQL Server® Reporting Services or 

Crystal Reports™ expands the boundaries 

of report designs, so you can now include 

ISV application data,  complex reporting 

needs and even custom report processing. 

 

Forms Printer’s integration to key 

Dynamics® GP reports can use SQL 

Server® Reporting Services® reports in the 

same manner as it has always enabled the 

use of Crystal Reports™.  

 

Flexible options in Forms Printer allow for a 

fast simple setup that will have you up and 

running in minutes but also allow for the 

most sophisticated needs allowing for per 

report format, company, customer or vendor 

setup options. 

Flexible Delivery and Setup Options 
 Reports can be automatically Emailed 

as attachments or saved to file in a 
variety of formats including PDF. 

 Report Templates get you up and 
running fast.  

 Using Forms Printer means no more 
Report Writer complexity or limitations 
and less maintenance. Accomplish 
better reporting results in a few simple 
designs rather than the hundreds of 
reports that you would have to maintain 
in Report Writer. 

 Setup options in Forms Printer allow 
each Customer or Vendor to have their 
own print setup including unique reports 
for each Customer or Vendor 

 

Tight Integration 
Forms Printer has a tight integration to a 
large number of Dynamics® Forms and 
ships with default templates for each: 
 

 RM Documents - All Transaction Types 
 Quotes 
 Orders 
 Invoices 
 Returns 
 Backorders 
 Fulfillment Orders  
 Purchase Orders 
 RM Statements 
 Payroll Checks 
 Payables Checks 
 Project Accounting Invoices 
 PM Remittance 
 Invoicing Documents 
 Packing Slips 
 Picking Tickets 
 Manufacturing QA NSR & SCAR 
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